
‘Why high-flying Singapore wants more
than grades.’

So began an article by Dr Lim Lai Cheng of 
Singapore Management University writing 
in the business section for the BBC, and 
subsequently quoted in other media. She 
notes how schools have become stratified, 
with advantaged families better able to 
support their children with tuition outside 
school, and enrichment classes. Those who 
can’t afford it have to hope their children are 
self motivated. As a result, the social divide 
widens - policies which lead to Singapore’s 
results being highly regarded internationally, 
do not support social mobility and cohesion. 

Singapore is rightly concerned - it wants ‘more 
than grades.’

I was in Singapore last weekend for a school 
promotion fair. Why would Singapore residents 
look outside their island for education? I had 
some very interesting conversations, and one 
in particular caused me to show a father the 
Lim article. ‘Exactly’ he said. ’We are caught in 
a competitive system which has nothing to do 
with creating well-rounded adults.’ He added ‘I 
refuse to join the tuition culture - it’s crazy here.’

In the UK currently, the most unsupportable 
promises are being made in the run-up to 
the hastily called general election - and as 
usual education becomes a major focus. 
There is talk of cooperation between local 
ministry schools to share resources - obvious 
perhaps, but already done in some countries 
where the ‘hubs’ require all schools to run the 
same schedules, and use a lot of time moving 
students around. But less questionable is 
a universal concern about student mental 
health, reflecting the sound statistics that one 
in 10 children has a diagnosable mental health 
problem, and that 75% of mental illness in 
adults has its roots in childhood. There is no 
reason to assume the UK statistics are any 
worse than anywhere else in the developed 
world. Perhaps this is where the concerns 
about an apparently overly competitive 
environment, for example in Singapore, and 
longer term student well-being come together. 

Stimulating insights into the world of the 
near future, into which our students are 

moving, comes from the Chairman of Daimler 
AG (Mercedes) who notes competitors are 
no longer other car makers, but technology 
innovators whose impact on lifestyles 
threaten the car owning culture longer 
term. Conventional careers are under threat 
- traditional legal roles, and medical care, 
from computerised responses and diagnosis. 
Traditional commerce such as real estate may 
be vulnerable to changing working lifestyles, 
insurance to lack of income as risks in daily life 
reduce with automation. Perhaps the energy 
industry will change - last week, the UK had its 
first day ever when no fossil fuels were burned 
to produce electricity; it sounds good, but I 
have not been able to find the details of how 
much electricity (if any) was imported from 
France that day….

All of this hints at the change which lies 
ahead, and the personal abilities needed to 
adapt and thrive. Some might find it alarming 
- apparently human redundancy lies ahead.
However I do remember a sociology lecture 
(when I was a student) where the replacement 
of 200 manual workers by one mechanical 
excavator was explored more deeply. I seem 
to remember the gist of it was that the labour 
had been relocated creating raw materials to 
build the machine, designing it, constructing 
it, marketing it, servicing it and ultimately 
scrapping it and recycling it. Less arduous 
work perhaps, but if our students today think 
a life of leisure lies ahead, it may not work out 
quite like that.

But they want more than grades. 

Photo Gallery - Bugsy Malone Rehearsals 
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From the Principal
Mr Simon Leese

Click here for POWIIS 
Facebook page and website

https://www.facebook.com/Prince-of-Wales-Island-International-School-104861539574198/timeline
http://www.powiis.edu.my/
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The next Parent Teacher Committee (PTC) meeting will be held tomorrow, 
(20th of May) at 10.00am in the Recital Room. 

PTC Meeting
PTC

Bugsy Malone
Miss Thanya Sidhu

As the opening night draws closer, the enthusiasm and energy has noticeably spiked during 
rehearsals! The students can be seen tirelessly going over their lines, and acting out their 
parts. This year’s production, Bugsy Malone, is scheduled to open on the 7th of July 2017 at 
7pm whilst the 8th of July show starts at 3pm. Both dates will be open for the public to watch 
and enjoy! The tickets for the show will be on sale in the beginning of June. 

Soraya Ng, recently participated in two golf 
competitions, organised by the Penang Golf 
Association and won the 4th and 7th places.
Congratulations, Soraya! 

Golf 
Achievements
Miss Thanya Sidhu

POWIIS would like to remind the Year 
12 students that they do not have study 
leave, and are still expected to be present 
in all their lessons when they do not 
have examinations. Parental support is 
appreciated to ensure that this happens. 
Thank you. 

Year 12s 
Presence
Miss Adele Bowden

POWIIS is offering a Sixth Form Trial – a 
two-week taster session that will include 
the trialling of the A-level subjects that 
they might be interested to take next 
year. This is open to all the Year 11s, and 
will give them a short experience in the 
life of a sixth former. The trial will take 
place during the last two weeks of school, 
which will be from the 28th of June to the 
14th of July. A letter will follow with more 
information shortly. 

Sixth Form 
Trial
Miss Adele Bowden
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POWIIS
Invitational 
2017
Mr Liam Streat

Last Saturday, POWIIS hosted its first 
Invitational, which included both junior 
football and basketball tournaments. We had 
8 teams from Malaysia and one from Thailand 
competing in four categories, including Junior 
Girls’ football and basketball, as well as Junior 
Boys’ football and basketball. 

Unfortunately, a huge storm hit the tournament 
at around 11am which caused many problems 
but the students were undeterred and continued 
to smile, and try their very best. The storm 
passed after a time, and the students managed 
to get through all the events in the end. 

POWIIS’ Junior Girls’ team were awarded 
gold medals for their achievements on the 
basketball court, whilst our Junior Boys’ team 
received silver medals for their performance in 
basketball, as well as bronze medals for their 
efforts on the football field. It was, overall, a 
very successful day!

Thank you to all the participating teams, and 
their coaches! 

IMPORTANT BUS INFORMATION

Booking late buses
Please be reminded that 24 hours’ 
notice is required for the booking of late 
buses. Recently we have had an increase 
in late requests, and these will not be 
accepted other than in the most extreme 
circumstances. Our bus company is very 
obliging but we must have time to schedule 
our transport accurately and efficiently. 
Thank you in advance for your help.

BUS TIMES
Unfortunately substantial road construction 
in the town is delaying some of the school 
buses, and the start of the day is routinely 
disrupted as a result. We have no control 

over this. Therefore we are obliged to 
change departure times as follows:

Bus 2 Queensbay 7.00am

Bus 9 Queensbay
(Weekly boarders)

7.00am

Bus 6 Straits Quay
Island Plaza

6.45am
6.50am

Bus 10 CRC
Scotland Villas
Farlim

6.45am
6.55am
7.05am

To allow families to adjust, these times will 
apply from after half-term. We know this is 
as frustrating for families as for us, and we 
appeal for your understanding and support. 
We hope to revert to the original times as 
soon as traffic congestion improves.

EXAMINATIONS, TRAFFIC and special boarding
We have a number of external examinations 
which start at 8.30 am during this 
examination season. This time is set by the 
examination board, and is inflexible. We 
have had a couple of ‘emergency rescues’ 
from buses in traffic hold ups, and this is 
stressful for all. It is not the way to do your 
best in the examination room!

For those with 8.30 am start examinations 
only, we can offer overnight boarding on 
an occasional basis for a nominal charge of 
RM80. Students should request an overnight 
stay at least 24 hours in advance to allow for 
beds to be made up etc. Arrangements will 
be explained at the time of booking at the 
student reception desk in the foyer. 

Buses Booking and Pick Ups
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Painting for LifeBridge Learning Centre
Miss Thanya Sidhu

Students joining the after-school Interior 
Design activity set out to repaint the 
famous ‘The Starry Night’ piece today. As 

one of Van Gogh’s most renowned pieces, 
it symbolises hope and how we are able 
to overcome periods of turbulence in life. 

Once finished, the piece will be hung at 
Life Bridge Learning Centre, as a symbol of 
motivation and inspiration. 

Some of the Year 9s had a very special 
language practice lesson recently – they 
went to the Balik Pulau wet market to 
practice their command of the Chinese and 
Malay languages respectively. The language 
teachers worked together to plan the unique 
lesson – the students were grouped in groups 
of three, and were given separate tasks. 

The teachers provided 23 pictures as their 
resources, and the students had a total 
of four tasks to complete. The pictures 
comprised of vegetables, meats, spices, 
and other kinds of food. The groups had 
to find out the Chinese, Malay, and English 
names of these items, as well as the price 
of each item.

The Year 9s communicated with the 
shopkeepers in the different dialects, and 
managed to complete their tasks. However, the 
biggest success came in the form of the students’ 
increased confidence in using the languages. 
They were all polite and well-mannered, and 
the shopkeepers and shoppers alike certainly 
developed a positive image of our students! 

Special Language Practice Session
Mr DaXin Liu



Earlier this year, POWIIS had 46 of our students 
participating in the Kangaroo Maths Challenge 
– the largest global mathematic competition 
with over 6 million participants from 75 
countries. Medals are awarded to the top 10% 
of participants from each category, with the 
top 1.3% receiving Gold, the next 3.3% Silver 
and the remaining 5.4% getting a Bronze medal. 

The next 40% of participants will receive an 
Honourable Mention and the remaining 50% 
are awarded a Certificate of Participation. 

This year, 13 of our students won medals and 
over half of these were gold - beating our total 
from last year. Special mention goes out to 
Chan Yue Lynn of Year 9, who achieved the 

joint highest score in her category out of all 
the participants, and received a Grand Prix 
Award. The Gold Medal winners are now 
invited to participate in the Asia International 
Mathematical Olympiad Final (AIMO) to be 
held in Kuala Lumpur.

Well done to our Medal Winners:
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Kangaroo Maths Challenge 2017
Mrs Wendy Clarke

NAME YEAR CATEGORY AWARD

AO TAHARA 7 BENJAMIN GOLD MEDAL

DYLAN YEO 7 BENJAMIN SILVER MEDAL

LIM EE H'NG IAN 7 BENJAMIN SILVER MEDAL

CHAN YUE LYNN 9 CADET GOLD MEDAL -Grand Prix Winner

SOON CARINE YING SZE 9 CADET BRONZE MEDAL

LIM JING YI 11 JUNIOR GOLD MEDAL

MIYUKI GOAY WEI GEE 11 JUNIOR GOLD MEDAL

TANG JIUN HORNG BRANDON 11 JUNIOR GOLD MEDAL

TEH MING MIN 11 JUNIOR GOLD MEDAL

LIM YI WEN 11 JUNIOR SILVER MEDAL

LIM XIAN DA 11 JUNIOR BRONZE MEDAL

MICHAEL GEORGE TOLLEY 11 JUNIOR BRONZE MEDAL

TEE WEI YI 12 STUDENT GOLD MEDAL

** All awards and certificates will be passed on to participants when they return to school in September.

Congratulations to all KMC 2017 participants! 

As part of their weekend activity, the 
boarders learned how to create designs 
using Photoshop, and use our new heat 
press machine to transfer them onto t-shirts. 
Under the guidance of Mr Wells and Miss 
DeCoursey all enjoyed wearing shirts they 
had designed themselves! 

Boarders’
Weekend
Activity
Miss Lucy DeCoursey
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POWIIS would like to congratulate the seven Year 12 students who have been selected as this 
year’s new Prefects. The new Head Boy and Head Girl, Gabriel de Leon and Karen Lu, and the new 
Head Boarders, Ee Wai Chee and Zhipin Khor, are supported by Nicole Lee, Philip J Kanianthara 
and Mike Lim. Congratulations, and we have no doubt that you will do POWIIS proud! 

Three of our boys, Mike Lim, Philip J 
Kanianthara, and Tomoyo Itoi, were 
the first to wear their new sixth form 
uniforms. The comments from both the 
staff and the students have been very 
positive, and they particularly enjoy 
‘identifying’ the sixth formers! Some 
students have also started to wear the 
red tie with their current uniform, making 
it much easier to identify the seniors. 

POWIIS Prefects 2017-18
Miss Adele Bowden

New
Sixth Form 
Uniform
Miss Adele Bowden

Hitz FM 
Talent
Search
Miss Thanya Sidhu

Vishal Chopra won two prizes - a trophy and 
mock cheques that amounted to RM5400, 
from two talent competitions in the Straits 
Quay talent search. Vishal won 1st Runner 
Up, and RM400. The second competition, 
the Hitz.FM Talent Search, saw Vishal 
receiving a mock cheque (almost as big 
as he is!) for RM5000, winning first place. 
Congratulations, Vishal! 



Mr. Zulkifli Idris
Mr. Zulkifli Idris was born and raised in Bandar 
Baharu, a town in Kedah. He spent his schooling 
years there, before going on to obtain his 
qualifications in Mechanical Engineering Studies 
from the Polytechnic of Tuanku Sultanah 
Bahiyah, Kedah. Zul, as he is popularly known, 
has had experience working as a sales engineer 

at Winston Engineering Corporation before he 
decided to explore other options within his field.

He was very interested in becoming a Design 
and Technology technician at POWIIS, as his 
biggest passions lie within both the engineering 
field, and the field of design. He has only been 
at POWIIS for 8 months, but is extremely 
dedicated to his job as he enjoys the work, and 
the many experiences he has gained whilst here. 
As the Design and Technology technician, he is 
responsible for ensuring that all the equipment 
and machinery has passed safety tests. He 
takes his tasks very seriously, and always 
checks and double-checks the performance 
and the conditions of the equipment used. Zul 
also prepares any materials the students may 
need, and regularly liaises with the department 
teachers before the lessons begin.

Zul loves his job as his passions have always 
been in these fields, and he is used to being 

in such an environment. He particularly likes 
the instances where he is able to share some 
of his skills with the students, when it comes 
to projects and in-class tasks. He often shares 
his opinions on their designs, and introduces 
new materials, or machinery that can be used 
for their projects. Zul does all he can to make 
their designs come to life, and stick as closely to 
the original ideas as possible. His interactions 
with the students constantly impress him, as 
many have innovative designs and are highly 
skilled in their work. He looks forward to many 
more years at POWIIS, and is excited to see the 
school develop and grow.

His heart belongs to Penang. The island has 
rapidly become home, as he enjoys the general 
atmosphere, and has made many friends 
here. His interactions with the people here 
have been enjoyable as well, as he feels that 
Penangites will overlook race and creed, and 
treat everyone equally. 
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Important Dates for
May & June 2017

25th May Year 9 Penang Hill School Trip

27th - 31st May Half Term 

8th June Penang TeachMeet

25th - 26th June Hari Raya 

Click here for full 
school calendar

Penang 
TeachMeet
Mrs Elizabeth Streat 

POWIIS will be hosting the Penang 
TeachMeet for the second year running, on 
the 8th of June 2017. The event will revolve 
around creative, relevant professional 
development for teachers, by teachers.
For more details and to register:
https://goo.gl/9KHnEI 

http://www.powiis.edu.my/about-us/school-calendar/
https://goo.gl/9KHnEI


Mr. Dean Wells
Mr. Dean Wells lived in Bristol for 20 
years, where he obtained his Bachelor in 
Manufacturing Systems Engineering from 
the University of the West of England. Upon 
graduation, he spent four years in an indentured 
engineering apprenticeship, before going on 
to work as a Computer Numerically Controlled 
(CNC) programmer cum setter for five years. 
Soon after that, he began contemplating on a 
life in education, and the rest was history.

Over the last eleven years, he has helped young 
people achieve their best. He has strived, and 
will continue striving, to ensure that they have 
a happy and successful life. In his career as an 
educator, he has worked with students from all 
walks of life. He has worked with high academic 
achievers from supportive families, young 
people who were Behavioural Emotionally and 
Socially Disadvantaged, and students on the 
Autistic Spectrum. These students ranged from 
primary school, to the sixth form. He also held 
the role of a Governor at a school for students 
with social and emotional difficulties. He was 
involved with the design and implementation 
of their new building.

Dean has been at POWIIS for four years now, 
and guided the school’s first four cohorts of 
Year 11 students through their Cambridge 
IGCSE course. As their teacher, he felt 
immensely proud when one of his students 
achieved the Cambridge Outstanding Learners 
Award of Top in Malaysia for Design and 
Technology. Never one to stop advancing, he 

started the Edexcel AS Level in Design and 
Technology specialising in Graphic Products 
this year, which has gone on to be one of the 
most popular sixth form choices at POWIIS. He 
also recently decided to bring in a staggered 
introduction of Systems and Control 
(Electronics) for Key Stage 3 students.

Dean enjoys his role as an educator at POWIIS, 
especially when it comes to designing the 
educational spaces. When he first arrived here, 
the Design and Technology department was a 
huge empty space with four work benches, 
and two machines. He set out to design a 
department that was suitable to run both the 
Cambridge IGCSE course, and the A levels. 

Now, the Design and Technology department 
is a fully functional workspace, with all the 
equipment and machinery necessary to create 
and design new innovations.

Throughout his time here, he has gone on 
to write modern and relevant schemes of 
work. His passion in Design and Technology 
is especially evident, and he has taught the 
students to control Arduino robots with C++ 
programming, which simulates manufacturing 
processes. He also makes use of both pencil 
and paper, as well as industry standard 
computer design programs such as Autodesk 
Fusion 360, to show the students how a good 
design can change the future and improve the 
environment we all live in.

Dean’s favourite part of the job is trying to 
keep up with the constant developments in 
technology, and passing that knowledge on to 
the students. He hopes that by doing so, he is 
showing them a glimpse into their future and 
inspiring them to be a part of it through design 
and engineering. At the moment, he is looking 
forward to teaching Product Design to the first 
cohort of Year 13 A Level students at POWIIS 
next academic year. Dean also enjoys the 
environment at POWIIS, and the camaraderie 
that exists between all members of staff. As 
part of a continuously developing school, he 
hopes to offer students brilliant experiences in 
Design and Technology.

Penang has been good to him as well – the 
tropical island is paradise, and its close 
proximity to islands and new uncharted 
territory is a dream! He loves being able to 
travel easily to some of the most beautiful 
places in the world, and is a complete contrast 
from rainy England. In his free time, Dean 
enjoys taking his dog for walks on the beach, 
swimming and reading. His other passions lie 
in travelling wherever and whenever he can, 
as well as catching up on the latest movies. 
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